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1 Introduction

Many practical boundary value problems produce solutions that contain several high activity
regions. In these regions the solution varies much more rapidly than in the remaining part of
the domain. This behaviour of the solution may be caused by the differential operator itself,
by the forcing term in the differential equation, by the boundary conditions or by an irregular
boundary (e.g. a re-entrant corner).

In order to obtain a numerical approximation of the solution, the boundary value problem
can be discretized on a uniform grid. Due to the large variations of the solution in the
high activity regions, a relatively small grid size is required there to obtain a sufficiently
accurate approximation of the solution. Outside the high activity regions the behaviour of
the solution is much more smooth. Therefore a (much) larger grid size seems to be sufficient
in that part of the domain. However, if we discretize on a uniform grid, the grid size is
small everywhere. Because of the large number of grid points in the uniform grid, the system
of algebraic equations that results from the discretization process will be relatively large.
Furthermore, the numerical approximation has to be stored at each grid point. So it is
clear that approximating the continuous solution on a single uniform grid is computationally
inefficient for boundary value problems that produce solutions that contain high activity
regions.

Instead, the solution can be approximated using seveml uniform grids with different grid
sizes that cover different pa'rts of the domain [3, 5, 8, 11]. At least one grid should cover the
entire domain. The grid size of this global coarse grid is chosen in agreement with the smooth
behaviour of the solution outside the high activity regions. Besides a global grid several local
grids are used that are uniform too. Each of them covers only a (small) part of the domain
and contains a high activity region. The grid size of each of these grids is chosen in agreement
with the behaviour of the solution in the corresponding high activity region. In this way every
part of the domain is covered by a (locally) uniform grid whose grid size is in agreement with
the behaviour of the continuous solution in that part of the domain. This refinement strategy
is known as local uniform grid refinement. The solution is approximated on a composite grid
which is the union of the uniform subgrids.

In [5] Hackbusch introduced a local defect correction method for approximating the con
tinuous solution on a composite grid. In this iterative process a basic global discretization
is improved by local discretizations defined in the subdomains. At every step this iterative
process yields a discrete approximation of the continuous solution on the composite grid.

Another discretization and solution method on composite grids is the fast adaptive com
posite grid method by McCormick [7, 8, 9]. This method uses the global and local uniform
grids both to define the composite grid problem and to solve this discrete problem. The
method requires that the discrete problem on the composite grid is given explicitly. Approx
imations ofthe solution of this discrete problem are computed by solving (discrete) problems
on the global and local grids.

The main issue of this paper is to compare the local defect correction iteration and the
fast adaptive composite grid iteration. Therefore both methods are presented for the same
model situation. In Section 2 this model situation is described. In Section 3 the local defect
correction iteration as introduced by Hackbusch in [5] is described for the model situation.
In Section 4 the fast adaptive composite grid method as introduced by McCormick in [9] is
described for the model situation. This iteration is written in a form that is similar to the
form of the local defect correction iteration in Section 3. The main differences and similarities
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between both methods are discussed in Section 5. Our main result is that for suitable choices
of the components the iterates in the local defect correction iteration and in the fast adaptive
composite grid iteration are the same.
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Figure 1: n, n l and r in lR1 and lR2 •

2 Model Situation

We consider Dirichlet boundary value problems

fU = f
U = g

in n,
at on, (2.1)

with n = (0,1) in the one dimensional case and n = (0,1) X (0,1) in the two dimensional
case, an the boundary of nand f a scalar linear elliptic second-order differential operator.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen for ease of notation. We assume that problem (2.1)
is such that the continuous solution varies very rapidly in some (small) part of the domain,
which is contained in the region nl C n. In the remaining part of the domain the continuous
solution is assumed to behave much more smoothly. In the two dimensional case the region
nl is assumed to be rectangular. The boundary ani of nl consists of two parts. A part that
coincides with an and a remaining part. The latter part is called the interface r = anl\an.
We note that we may have ani nan = {0}, in which case the interface r coincides with ani.

In order to compute a numerical approximation of the solution U we discretize (2.1) with
respect to some discretization grid using finite differences. We assume that the finite difference
matrices that appear in the following sections are all regular.

In the local defect correction iteration two uniform grids are used, a global one and a local
one. The global coarse grid n H is a uniform grid with grid size H that covers the domain n.
The local fine grid n? is a uniform grid with grid size h that covers the region nl (see Figure
2). The space of grid functions on n H (n?) is denoted by F H (Fl

h ). Since the continuous
solution varies (much) more rapidly in n l than in the remainder of n, a (much) smaller grid
size is needed in nl than in the remainder of n to provide the required level of resolution:
h< H.

We assume that the interface r coincides with grid points of n H in the one dimensional
case and with grid lines of n H in the two dimensional case. Also we assume that all grid points
of n H n nl belong to n? We note that n? does not contain grid points on the interface r.
These fine interface grid points generate the fine interface grid r h (see Figure 2). The coarse
interface grid rH is build up by all coarse interface grid points x E n H n r. We note that in
the one dimensional ca.se we have rH = r h . The corresponding spaces of grid functions are
denoted by FP a.nd F{!-.
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Figure 2: Examples of global coarse grids nH and local fine grids n~ in JRl and JR2 .
• : grid point of nH , n~ respectively, 0: boundary point; x: grid point of r h .
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Figure 3: Examples of composite grids in JRl and JR2.

In the fast adaptive composite grid iteration a composite grid is used. The global composite
grid ne is a nonuniform grid that covers the domain n. It is the union of the global coarse grid
nH and the local fine grid ny (see Figure 3). The space of grid functions 011 the composite
grid is denoted by Fe.
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3 Local Defect Correction Iteration (LDC)

In the local defect correction iteration the global coarse grid 0.H and the local fine grid 0.7 are
used to compute a numerical approximation of the continuous solution U of (2.1). At each
iteration step a discrete prohlem on 0.H and one on 0.7 is defined and solved. The local defect
correction iteration was introduced by Hackbusch in [5].

First we discretize (2.1) with respect to the global coarse grid 0.H . At each grid point
x E 0.H the differential operator in (2.1) is replaced by a finite difference approximation. This
yields the basic coarse grid problem:

(3.1)

with uH,fH E F H and L H : F H
---+ F H. The Dirichlet boundary values in (2.1) are incorpo

rated in fH (see Example 3.1).
After solving (3.1) boundary value problem (2.1) is discretized with respect to the local

fine grid 0.f. In this discretization process Dirichlet boundary values are needed at all grid
points x E rho Therefore, we restrict the solution of (3.1) to the coarse interface grid r H:

(3.2)

In (3.2) rr : F H
---+ F{! is a trivial injection that restricts grid functions on 0.H to rH.

Dirichlet boundary conditions at grid points x E r h\rH result from interpolating the values
in (3.2). We note that in the one dimensional case this interpolation can be omitted. The
finite difference approximations used on the local fine grid may differ from those used on the
global coarse grid. The basic local fine grid problem is given by

L h h _ fh L h H nh
[1t[ - [ - rPrrru on H[ , (3.3)

with u7, H E F,h, Lf : F,h ---+ F[h, L~ : FP ---+ F[h and pr : F{! ---+ Fp. Natural Dirichlet
boundary conditions on aD., naD. are incorporated into f[h. The incorporation of the artificial
Dirichlet boundary conditions on r in the system is given explicitly by the term - L~prrruH.

Example 3.1
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem:

-Uxx f(x) 0 < x < 1,
U(O) a,
U(l) b.

Suppose that H = 1/8,0.[ = (0,1/4), and h = 1/32.
Define

Xi := i*H i=1, ,7,
Yj := j*h j=1, ,7.

If we use central differences we get the following basic global coarse grid problem (3.1):

1
H2

2 -1
-1 2 -1

-1 2 -1
-1 2

5

f(xt} + ;;2
f(X2)

f(X6)
f(X7) + -Jb



!(Yl) + ~ 0

!(Y2) 0
1

uH(X2)
h2

0
!(Y7 ) -1

0

If in the discretization process on the local fine grid also central differences are used we get
the following basic local fine grid problem (3.3):

uf(Yd

By solving the local fine grid problem (3.3) we aim at improving the approximation of the
continuous solution U in the region n/. However, the Dirichlet boundary conditions on r h

result from the basic global coarse grid problem and the approximation u7 can be no more
accurate than the approximation uH at the interface. In general, local phenomena cause the
approximations uH (x) to be relatively inaccurate at all grid points x E nH . Therefore the
results of this simple two step process usually do not achieve an accuracy that is in agreement
with the added resolution (see e.g. [4J, [5]). In the local defect correction iteration coarse and
fine processing steps are reused to quickly obtain such accuracy.

In the first step of the local defect correction iteration the approximation u7 (from (3.3))
is used to update the global coarse g'rid problem (3.1). The right hand side of (3.1) is updated
at grid points that are part of a local coarse subgrid n~. This is a uniform grid with grid
size H that covers a region ns ~ n/. The interface between ns and n is denoted by r s (see
Figure 4). We assume that this interface r s coincides with grid points of nH in the one

Q

ill:,
--------------, I

as: : r
, ', ': r.f :
o 0
o 0
, 0, ', '
o '

Figure 4: Example of the regions n, n/, and ns in ]R2.

dimensional case and with grid lines of nH in the two dimensional case. Further we assume
that a constant dist exists such that

Vx E r s : min{lx - yll y E r} = dist. (3.4)

If dist = 0 then ns = n/, r s = r, and n~ = nf. The local coarse grid nf! is a uniform grid
with grid size H that covers the local region n/. The space of grid functions on nf! is denoted
by Fr.
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The updated global coarse grid problem is given by

(3.5a)

with

(3.5b)

The operators L[1 : F I
H -+ F I

H and L[! : Ff! -+ F I
H are coarse grid analogues of L7 and L~

in (3.3) and they satisfy:

(3.6)

for all grid functions wH EF H, wF EF{H, and wp EFf! that satisfy

wF (x) = wH (x)
wp (x) = wH (x)

x E nF,
x E rHo

The trivial injection 1'{ is used to restrict grid functions on n? to nF:

We note that this is possible since we have assumed that n7 n nF = nF.
We define the characteristic function X by

(xw)(x) := { w
o

(x) x E n~
x E nH\n~

Then we can rewrite (3.5a), (3.5b) as follows:

LHftH = fH + x(LFIrIU? +L[!1'ruH - fH).

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

So the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem is corrected by the defect of a local
fine grid approximation. (Hence the name local defect correction iteration). Once we have
solved (3.9) we can update the local fine grid problem:

L h - h fh Lh -H
{u{ = J I - rPrrru . (3.10)

The approximations ftH and ft? of U are used to define an approximation of U on the
composite grid:

_() {ft?(X) xEn?
UcX:= ftH(x) xEnc\n? .

In [4] an error analysis for this approximation that results after one local defect correction
step is given.

In the local defect correction iteration global problems like (3.9) and local problems like
(3.10) are combined in the way described above. The iterative process is given below and it
will be referred to as LDC.
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LDC

Start: exact solution of the global problem

LHu{f = fH on nH

exact solution of the local problem

L h h _ fh Lh H roh
I uI,O - I - rPrrruo on HI

computation of a composite grid approximation

i = 1,2, ...

a) computation of the right hand side of the global problem

JH := (1 - X)fH +xLF rluf,i-l +xLf! rrUEl

b) exact solution of the global problem

LHuP = JH on nH

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h _ fh Lh H roh
I uI,i - I - rprrrUi on HI

d) computation of a composite grid approximation

(3.lla)

(3.llb)

(3.Uc)

(3.lld)

(3.12)

Remark 3.2
- The local defect correction iteration was introduced by Hackbusch in [5].
- The starting procedure of the local defect correction iteration is equal to the Local Uniform
Grid Refinement method for the stationary case described in [Il].
- In the local defect correction iteration it is not necessary to compute the composite grid
approximation explicitly. (3.lld) is added for reasons that will become clear later on. 0

Any fixed point (uH,u?) of the iterative process (3.11) is characterized by the system (see
[5])

LHUH - xL{f1'rUH - xLFrlU; = (1 - X)fH on nH,
L:tu:t = f l

h - L~prrruH on n;.
In [5] it is shown that under certain conditions the local defect correction iteration converges
with a contraction number f'V HP, where p > 0 depends on the consistency orders of the
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discretization processes on the global coarse grid and on the local fine grid. An essential
assumption in the asymptotic convergence proof is that dist > 0 holds (see (3.4)). Numerical
experiments in [5J indicate that also for dist = 0 the iterates converge very fast and that the
convergence rate improves as dist increases. We note that dist cannot be chosen "too large",
since the high activity region of the problem has to be contained in ns . When d is chosen
"too large" the quality of the resulting approximation deteriorates.

(uH, u?) from (3.12) is an approximation of (U H, U/h) with UH, U/h the restriction of U
from (2.1) to nH , n? respectively.
Let dH be the local discretization error of the discretization process on the global coarse grid:

(3.13)

Let d? be the local discretization error of the discretization process on the local fine grid:

dh .- LhUh +LhUh - fh1·- I I r r I (3.14)

where Up is the restriction of U to rh. Similarly U{! and UI
H are restrictions of U to rH and

nfl respectively. In the following theorem we give expressions for the errors UH - uH and
Uh Ah

/ - ul'

Theorem 3.3
The limit value (itH , it?) of the local defect correction iteration satisfies:

(L H - x(Llf - Lflrl(L7)-1 L~pr )rr)(UH - itH) =
(1- X)dH + xLfI rl(L7)-ld7 + >;i.LfI rl(L7)-1 L~(]JrU{! - UP)

L7(U/h - it7) = df + L~(prU{! - UP) - L~pr7T(UH - uH)

Proof:
According to (3.2), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.13) we have

LHUH - xLlfrrUH - xLflrlU1h = (1- x)fH +(1- X)dH.

According to (3.2) and (3.14) we have

L:tU/h = H- L~prrrUH + d? + L~(prUf! - U~).

In combination with (3.12) we get

(3.15)

(3.16)

LH(UH - uH) - xLlf7'r(UH - itH) - xLflrl(U/h - it?) = (1- X)dH

Lf(U1
h - it?) = d7 + L~(prUf! - U~) - L~prrr(UH - itH).

If we substitute the second of these two equations into the first one, we obtain (3.15) 0

From (3.15) it is clear that the error UH - itH is determined by the following quantities (see
also [5]):

(1) dH in nH\n~;

(2) d?inn~;

9



(3) prUf - Up on r (interpolation error of pr)o

The error U H - uH (uH from (3.1)) depends on dH in n~, where the local discretization error
is assumed to be relatively large (recall that the continuous solution varies very rapidly in the
high activity region which is contained in ns ). According to (1) and (2) the error UH - uH

does not depend on dH in n~, but on d7 instead. The value of the latter local discretization
error in a grid point x E n~ is in general smaller than the value of the former error. Thus
uH may be expected to be a better approximation of UH than uH . Numerical experiments
in [5] show that the discretization error UH - f"H depends on dist in (3.4). For some model
problems the optimal choice is a small dist > 0 (e.g. d = H). For some other model problems
the discretization error appears to be optimal for dist =O.

Remark 3.4
Since we have assumed that aU grid points x E nfl are grid points of nf too, we have for the
trivia.l injection r/:

So the interpolation error of T/ is zero. If the interpolation error of the restriction is not zero
then the error [TH - uH also depends on this interpolation error. 0

Remark 3.5
If the discretization processes on the global coarse grid and on the local fine grid are given
then the iterates in (3.11) depend on the choice for the prolongation operator pr and on the
value of dist. 0

10
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Figure 5: Examples of composite grids in IR1 and IR2 ; 0: grid point in ne, e: grid point in
n?, x: grid point in rH .

4 Fast Adaptive Composite Grid Iteration (FAC)

In the fast adaptive composite grid method [7, 8, 9] the discrete problem on the composite
grid has to be specified a priori. It is not an implicit result of the iterative process as in the
local defect correction iteration.

In our model situation boundary value problem (2.1) is discretized on the composite grid
ne (see Figure 5). At all grid points x E ne the differential operator in (2.1) is replaced by a
finite difference approximation. We denote the resulting composite grid problem by

(4.1)

with U e, fe E Fe and Le : Fe -+ Fe.
The composite grid is partitioned in the following way (see Figure 5)

(4.2)

where ne consists of all grid points of the global coarse grid n H that are not part of the
region n/ or the interface r.
We assume that at all grid points x E ne the same finite difference formula is used as in
the discretization process on the global coarse grid in (see (3.1)). Define the trivial injection
re : Fe -+ F H by

(reWe)(x) = we(x) x E nH

for all grid functions We E Fe. Then we have:

(Leue)(x) = (LHreue)(x) x Ene,

fe(x) = fH (x) x Ene,

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

with LH and fH as in (3.1).
Further we assume that at all grid points x E n? the same finite difference formula is used as
in the discretization process on the local fine grid in Section 3 (see (3.3)). Define the trivial
injection rcl : Fe -+ F/h by

11



for all grid functions We E Fe. Then we have:

(Leue)(x) = (L7rclUe)(X) + (L~firrrreue)(x) x E 07, (4.7)

fe(x) = flh(x) X EO?, (4.8)

with L?, L~, f l
h and rr as in (3.3) and fir : Ff! -+ FP an interpolation operator on the

interface r.

Remark 4.1
The interpolation operator fir (which is part of a discretization process) may be different from
the interpolation operator pr in (3.3) (which is part of a solution process). 0

Next we give examples of composite grid problems for one and two dimensional Poisson
problems.

Example 4.2
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem:

-Uxx f(x) 0 < x < 1,
U(O) a,
U(l) b.

Let H = 1/8,01 = (0,1/4), h = 1/32 and

Xi .- i*H i=1, ,7,
Yj j*h j=1, ,7,

as in Example 3.1.
In this case the interface r consists of one point, Xz. At this interface point the following
finite difference approximation can be used:

This scheme corresponds to a first order approximation of -Uxx at a 'nonuniform grid point'
with H = 4h. At all other grid points central differences can be used. Then the following
composite grid problem results:

1

hH

8 -4
-4 8 -4

-4 8
-8/5

-4
2

-1/4
-2/5
1/2 -1/4

Ue(Yl) f(yd+ ~

ue(yz) f(yz)

Ue(Y7 ) f(Y7)
ue(xz) = f(xz)
Ue(X3) f(X3)

-1/4 1/2
-1/4

-1/4
1/2

Compare this composite grid problem with the discrete problems in Example 3.1. 0
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Figure 6: e: grid point of nc; x: grid point of rH ; 0: standard grid point of n?;
0: nonstandard grid point of n?

Example 4.3
Consider the Poisson problem on a square

~u(x, y) = f(x, y)
u(O, y) = g(O, y), u(1, y) = g(1, y)
u(x, 0) = g(x, 0), u(x, 1) = g(x, 1)

0< x < 1, 0 < y < 1,
o~ Y ~ 1,
O~x~1.

Suppose that we have a local refinement region with h = H /2 (see Figure 6).
At grid points of nc (see Figure 6) the standard five point stencil

1/11' ( -1 ~: -1 )

can be used.
At standard grid points of nf (see Figure 7) the standard five point stencil

l/h' ( -1 ~: -1)
can be used.
At nonstandard grid points of n7 (see Figure 7) the following six point stencil can be used:

(

-1/2
1/h2 -1

This scheme corresponds to a linear interpolation operator fir on the interface.
At grid points of rH the following stencil can be used:

(

-2/3 )
1/Hh -1/2 3 -1/2 .

-4/3

This scheme corresponds to a first order approximation of -~U at a 'nonuniform grid point'
with h = H/2. 0

13



In the remainder of this section we consider the composite grid problem (4.1) as given.
In the fast adaptive composite grid method approximations of U e from (4.1) are computed in
an iterative way. At each iteration step a discrete problem on the uniform global coarse grid
and one on the uniform local fine grid are solved exactly and the resulting solutions are used
to improve the current iterate.

Let ftc be an approximation of U e. Inserting ftc into the system Leue - fe = 0 we obtain
the composite grid defect

de := fe - Lefte·

This defect vanishes if and only if ftc is equal to U e.
The exact correction Ve = Ue - ftc satisfies

(4.9)

(4.10)

The composite grid defect de is restricted to the global coarse grid and to the local fine grid:

dH Tede,

d? .- relde.

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

In (4.11) we have used a restriction operator f e : :Fe ---+ :FH . We assume that f e is the trivial
injection at ne\n?:

for all grid functions We E :Fe. In (4.12) rel is the trivial injection from (4.6).
First an approximation vH E :FH of Ve is computed by solving the following global coarse
grid problem

(4.14)

with L H as in (3.1).
Then an approximation vr E :Fl

h of Ve is computed. The approximation v H of Ve that results
from (4.14) is used to define Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interface in the following
local fine grid problem (cf. (3.3))

Lh h dh Lh A HI VI = I - rprrrv ,

with L?, L~, rr as in (3.3) and pr as in (4.7).
The approximation vr from (4.15) is used to improve the approximation ftc of U e
points of n7:

(4.15)

at grid

fte(x) := fte(x) + vr<x) x E n7. (4.16)

At grid points x E ne\n7 the approximation vH from (4.14) is used to improve the approxi
mation ftc:

(4.17)

The fast adaptive composite grid iteration is an iterative process that combines local and
global discrete problems in the way described above. At each iteration step an approximation
of U e is computed. The iterative process is given below and it will be referred to as FAC.

14



FAC

Start: Initial composite grid approximation ue,o given.

i = 1,2, ...

al) computation of the composite grid defect

de := Ie - LeUe,i-l

a2) restriction of the composite grid defect to the global coarse grid

a3) restriction of the composite grid defect to the local fine grid

d7 := rclde

b) exact solution of the global problem

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h dh Lh - H nh
I VI = I - rPrrrv on HI

d) correction of the composite grid approximation

Ue,i(x) := Ue,i-l(X) +vt(x) x E fl7
ue,i(x) := Ue,i-l (x) + vH (x) x E fl e\fl7

(4.18a)

(4.18b)

(4.18c)

(4.18d)

(4.18e)

(4.18f)

(4.18g)

Remark 4.4
- Iteration (4.18) was introduced by McCormick in [9] as the fast adaptive composite grid
method in its delayed correction form.

A The fixed point of this iterative process is given by the exact solution of the composite grid
problem (4.1).
- The composite grid defect is equal to zero at all grid points that do not belong to the
interface for i ~ 2. 0

FAC is not applicable to nonlinear problems, since the correction equation (4.10) is only
valid if L e is linear. In case L e is nonlinear, the correction equation can be written in the
FAS-form (see e.g. [2])

(4.19)

We compute approximations of ue + Ve = Ue on the uniform global coarse grid and on the
uniform local fine grid. First we transfer the correction equation (4.19) to the uniform global
coarse grid:

LH H - d LH --W = 1'e e + 1'eU e·
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The restriction operator re is used to restrict composite grid defects. The restriction operator
Te : Fe -+ F H is used to restrict composite grid approximations and may be different from re•

We assume that Te is the trivial injection at ne\n?:

for all grid functions We E Fe.
Next we transfer the correction equation (4.19) to the local fine grid (cf. (4.15)):

Lh h d Lh - Lh " (H A - )IWI =rcl e+ IrclUe- rPrrr W -reUe ·

The approximations wH and w? are used to compute a new approximation of Ue:

(4.21)

(4.22)

The considerations above lead to the full fast adaptive composite grid iteration (FFAC).

FFAC

Start: Initial composite grid approximation ue,o given.

i = 1,2, ...

al) computation of the defect on the composite grid

de := fe - LeUe,i-l

a2) restriction of the composite grid defect to the global coarse grid

a3) restriction of the composite grid defect to the local fine grid

b) exact solution of the global problem

c) exact solution of the local problem

d) correction of the composite grid approximation

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

(4.23c)

(4.23d)

(4.23e)

Ue,i(X) := w?(x)
ue,i(x) := w H (x)
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Lemma 4.5
For linear problems the iterative processes FAC and FFAC are equivalent, Le. the iterates
Uc,i in (4.18) and (4.23) are the same provided that the starting vectors uc,o in FAC and
FFAC are the same.

Proof:
Suppose that the (i -l)-th iterate Uc,i-l in FAC is the same as in FFAC. We show that Uc,i
in FAC is the same as in FFAC.
Using (4.21) we can write (4.23g) as follows:

uc,i(x):= Uc,i-l(X) + (wH - 1\Uc,i-d(x) x E Dc\Dr.

From (4.23d) we have
LH( H A • ) _ dHw - rcUc,t-l - .

Combination of these two equations yields

in FFAC.
From (4.18d) and (4.18g) we have

Uc,i(X) = Uc,i-l(X) + ((LH)-ldH)(x) x E Dc\Dr

in FAC.
If Uc,i-l in FAC is the same as in FFAC, then dH in FAC is the same as in FFAC. From
the latter two equations it follows that Uc,i(X) in FAC is the same as in FFAC at all grid
points x E Dc\Dr.
Using (4.6)) we can write (4.23f) as follows:

Uc,i(X) := Uc,i-l(X) + (wr - rc/uc,i-l)(X) x E Dr·

From (4.23e) we have

Combination of these two equations yields

in FFAC.
From (4.18e) and (4.18f) we have

uc,i(x) = Uc,i-l (x) + ((Lr)-l(dr - L~prrrCvH))(x) x E Dr

in FAC.
Since dH in FAC is the same as in FFAC we have from (4.18d) and (4.23d) that

H H AV = W - rcUc,i-l'

From the latter three equations it follows that Uc,i(X) in FAC is the same as in FFAC at all
grid points x E Df. 0

17



Remark 4.6
- FFAC is applicable to nonlinear problems whereas FAC is not.
- For linear problems the FFAC iterates Ue,i are independent of re. For nonlinear problems
the FFAC iterates ue,i depend on the choice for the restriction operator re• 0

Now we rewrite FFAC in a form that is very similar to the form in which the local defect
correction iteration was presented in the previous section.
According to (4.23a), (4.23b) and (4.23d) the global coarse grid problem in the i-th step in
FFAC is given by

L H H - f - L L H -W = TeJc - rc cUc,i-l + TcUc,i-l'

Since re satisfies (4.21) we have (cL (4.4))

(LcUc,i-d(x) = (LHrcuc,i_l)(X) x E nco

Using this and (4.13) we get that this global coarse grid problem satisfies

Define the characteristic function Xby

{
() x E nH

I
u r H

(XW)(x) := Wox
x E nc

Then (4.23d) can be written as follows:

LH H - - f -(LH - . - L . )W - Tc)c +X rcuc,,-l - Tc cUc,,-l •

(4.24)

According to (4.23a), (4.23c) and (4.23e) the local fine grid problem in the i-th iteration step
in FFAC is given by

L h h f L L h L h • H L h • •I w/ = Tc/Jc - Tc/ c1lc,i-l + /7'c/U c,i-l - rprTrW + rpp'rTcUc,i-l'

Since rc/ satisfies (4.6) and rc satisfies (4.21) we have (cf. (4.7))

Thus the local fine grid problem is equal to

L h h _ • f Lh' H
I WI - 7clJc - rprrrW .

The rewritten fast adaptive composite grid iteration is given below.

FFAC

StaTt: Initial composite grid approximation uc,o given.

i = 1,2, ...

a) computation of the right hand side of the global problem

j-ll - f -(LH - - L ):= rcJc +X TcUc,i-l - Tc cUc,i-l

18
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b) exact solution of the global problem

LHwH = JH on nH

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h f Lh' H nhI wI = rclJc - rPrrrw on HI

d) correction of the composite grid approximation

Uc,i(X) := wf(x) x E Of
UcAx):= wH(x) x E Oc\Of.

(4.25b)

(4.25c)

(4.25d)

(4.25e)

We note that for linear problems the iterates in (4.25) do not depend on the choice for the
restriction operator f c'

Finally we take uc,o equal to the zero grid function on Oc in (4.25) and we regard the first
iteration step in (4.25) as a starting procedure. The resulting fast adaptive composite grid
iteration is denoted by FFAC(O). As in LDC the discrete solution of the global problem
(resp. of the local problem) at the i-th iteration step is denoted by ufl (resp. ufi)',

FFAC(O)

Start: exact solution of the global problem

L H H - f nHUo = rc c on H

exact solution of the local problem

L h h f Lh' H nhI 'u,t,o = rei c - rP['r['uo on HI

computation of the composite grid approximation

U (x).- {u~(X) x E Of
c,O .- Uo (x) x E Oc\07

i = 1,2, ...

a) computation of the right hand side of the global problem

j-H - J. -(LH' - L ):= 1'c c +X rcuc,i-l - r c cUc,i-l

b) exact solution of the global problem

L H uf! = jH on OH

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h _ , f Lh • H nh
I UI,i - 1clJc - rprrrUi on HI
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d) computation of a composite grid approximation

(4.26d)

In the next section we compare the fast adaptive composite grid iteration FFAC(O) with the
local defect correction iteration LDC from Section 3. The iterates in FFAC(O) are the same
as the iterates in the fast adaptive composite grid method in its delayed correction form (as
presented by McCormick in [9]) if the problem under consideration is linear and if the initial
approximation in the latter method is chosen equal to the zero grid function on the composite
grid.

Remark 4.7
If the discretization processes on the global coarse grid and on the local fine grid are given
then the results of iteration (4.26) depend on the discretization process at the interface grid
points (reflected in L e in (4.26a)), on the choice for the prolongation operator pr and on the
choice for the restriction operator Te • For nonlinear problems the results also depend on the
choice for the restriction operator 1\. 0
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(5.1)

5 Comparison of LDC and FAC

The local defect correction iteration and the fast adaptive composite grid iteration have been
described in the previous sections as discretization and solution methods for a boundary value
problem whose solution contains a high activity region. In this section we discuss the main
differences and similarities between both methods.

From (3.11) and (4.26) it is clear that computationally the iterative processes are very
similar. At each iteration step a global coarse grid right hand side is updated in a local
region using information from the previous iteration step; in the fast adaptive composite grid
iteration this 'updating region' is in general larger than in the local defect correction iteration.
A discrete problem on the global coarse grid nH is solved exactly. The resulting solution is
used to define a discrete problem on the local fine grid n? and this discrete problem is solved
exactly. The solutions of the discrete problems in this iteration step are used to compute a
new approximation of the continuous solution U of (2.1) on the composite grid.

The starting point for the fast adaptive composite grid iteration is a composite grid
problem Leue = fe that results from discretizing (2.1) on the composite grid ne' This discrete
problem has to be defined a priori; it is not an implicit result of the iterative process. The
composite grid is composed of the uniform grids nH and n? At grid points on the interface r
between these two uniform grids, the composite grid is locally nonuniform. In the fast adaptive
composite grid method discretization takes place on a nonuniform grid. At each iteration step
an approximation of U e is computed by solving discrete problems on the uniform grids nH

and n? (not on the composite grid!). Often solving discrete problems on uniform grids is
much easier than solving discrete problems on nonuniform grids.

In the local defect correction iteration the discretization process and the solution process
are coupled. The 'limit discrete problem'

LHy,H - XL[! rruH - xLFrzu? = (1 - X)fH on nH

L?u? = f l
h - L~prrruH on n?

is an implicit result of the iterative process. At each iter,ation step an approximation of this
limit discrete problem is computed. This discrete problem consists of two coupled discrete
problems on uniform grids. In the approximations the unknowns in the second and third
term on the left hand side of the global problem in (5.1) are replaced by approximations
from the previous iteration step (see (3.lla), (3.llb) and (3.llc)). By exactly solving these
discrete problems one obtains an approximation of (uH , u?). In the local defect correction
iteration, we only discretize with respect to uniform grids (in contrast with the composite
defect correction method). In the solution process only discrete problems on uniform grids
have to be solved (as in the fast adaptive composite grid iteration).

In the remainder of this section we assume that the discretization processes on the global
coarse grid and on the local fine grid are given. Then the results of the local defect correction
iteration depend on the choice for the prolongation operator pr and on the value of dist (see
Remark 3.5). The results of the fast adaptive composite grid iteration depend on the finite
difference scheme that is used at the interface grid points and on the choice for the prolonga
tion operator pr, the restriction operator Te and the initial composite grid approximation ue,o,
As stated in Section 2 we consider linear problems and we assume that the finite difference
operators LH, LF, L? and Le are nonsingular. It will be shown below that for suitable choices
of the components the local defect correction iterates and the fast adaptive composite grid
iterates are the same.
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(5.2)

First we consider the limit value (i'tH , u7) of the local defect correction iteration with
dist = O. This limit value satisfies (5.1) with X given by

{
w(x) x E rtF

(xw)(x)= 0 xErtH\rtF'

At grid points x E rtF two approximations exist: uH(x) and u7(x). We show that these
approximations are identical.

Lemma 5.1
The limit value (uH , it?) of the local defect correction iteration with dist = 0 satisfies

Proof:
According to (5.1) and (5.2) we have

(LHuH)(x) - (Lf!rruH)(x) - (LFr/u?)(x) = 0 x E nF-

According to (3.2) and (3.6) we have

Thus
LH -HI L H - h

/ U rt H = / r/u/.
/

Since we have assumed that LF is regular (see Section 2) we have that

(5.3)

o

In case dist = 0 the coupled system (5.1) can be written as follows

x E rtF
x E nH\nF
on rt?

(5.4)

Define ue E :Fe by

(5.5)

Define
rH := {x E rtF Idistance(x, r) = H}

The space of grid functions on rH is denoted by :Fl!
We introduce L!! and L¥ such that (d. (3.6»
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Note that by Lemma 5.1 we have uHI-H = u?ltH'
Let the trivial injection rt : F/h -+ F! be defined by

(rtw?)(x) := w?(x) x E I'H

for all w? E F/h •

Then (5.4) can be written as follows

uH(x) = rpl?(x)
LH AHI +LH Ah fHI

o U nH \nfl t rtu/ = nH \nfl
L?u7 +L~prrruH = H

x E nfl
on nH\nfl

on 0,7.

(5.7)

(5.8)

Thus the composite grid function Uc is the solution of a composite grid problem.

Lemma 5.2
The composite grid approximation £Ie from (5.5) satisfies:

Let"tc = Je (5.9)

with

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

Proof:
Follows easily from (5.8). o

Example 5.3
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem from Example 3.1. The corresponding com
posite grid problem (5.9) is given by:

1
hH

8 -4
-4 8 -4

-4 8
-4

-4
8
-4

-4
8 -4
-4 8 -4

-4 8
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Ue(Yl)
Ue(Y2)
Ue(Y3)
Ue(Y4)
£Ie(Ys)
£Ie(Y6)
Ue(Y7 )
Uc(X2)
Ue(X3)

=

f(Yl) +-&
f(Y2)
f(Y3)
f(Y4)
f(ys)
f(Y6)
f(Y7)
f(X2)
f(X3)



Composite grid problem (5.9) can be used as starting point for the fast adaptive composite
grid iteration. Note that in this case Pr = pr (see Remark 4.1).

Theorem 5.4
Assume that fe, fH and f l

h satisfy the following relation:

(5.13)

vf(x)

Then FFAC(O) for composite grid problem (5.9) and LDC with dist = 0 are equivalent, Le.
the iterates Ue,i in (4.26) and (3.11) are the same.
Proof:
Since we consider iteration (4.26) for problem (5.9), the prolongation operator Pr in (4.26) is
equal to the prolongation operator pr in (3.11).
From (4.13), (5.12) and (5.13) it follows that

-' H
rcfe = f .

From (4.6) and (5.12) it follows that

, h
relic = f l •

Thus ue,o in LDC is the same as in FFAC(O).
Suppose that Uc,i-l in LDC is the same as Uc,i-l in FFAC(O). We show that Uc,i in LDC
is the same as Uc,i in FFAC(O). It is sufficient to show that uf (x) in LDC is the same as
uf (x) in FFAC(O). Note that nH\fW = nc\n?
For IH in (3.11a) we have

(1 - X)fH + XLp 1'/u?i_l + xLffrruEl
(1 - X)fH +XLH TeU~,i-l
LHTcUe,i-l + (1 - X)(JH - LHTeUc,i-d

where Tc is the trivial injection from (4.3).
Define

vf := (1 - X)(JH - LH1'eUc,i-d·

Then uf in LDC is given by

H (LH)-l Hui = TcUc,i-l + vL'

At x E np we have
vf(x) = 0

by definition of X (see (5.2).
At x E no we have

fH (x) - (L HTcUc,i-d(x)
fH (x) - (L HuEl)(X)
o

which follows from the global problems in (3.11).
At x E r H we have

uf(x)
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which follows from (4.13) and (5.12).
For jH in (4.26a) we have (see FFAC in (4.25»

where we have used that (LHfeue,i_d(x) = (reLeUe,i-d(x) x E Oc.
Define

v¥ := re(je -LeUe,i-l)'

Then uF in FFAC(O) is given by

uF = TeUc,i-l + (LH)-lv¥.

At x E Oc we have

which follows from the definition of Le and from the global problems in iteration (4.26).
At x E Or we have

which follows from the definition of Le and the local problems in iteration (4.26).
Thus at x E OF we have

At x E rH we have
H " "VF(X) = (rcfc)(x) - (reLeUe,i-l)(X)

= (reJe)(X) - (LHTeUe,i-l)(X)

which follows from (4.3), (4.13) and the definition of Le •

Thus we have v¥ = vi:.
Since Te and foe both are trivial injections at Oe\Or we have

Now it follows that uF (x) in LDC is the same as uF (x) in FFAC(O) at all grid points
x E OH\OF. 0

Theorem 5.4 holds for the local defect correction iteration with dist = O. In [5] an
asymptotic convergence proof of the local defect correction iteration is given for dist > O.
The condition dist > 0 is important for the convergence analysis because results concerning
"interior regularity" are used. In practice, we expect that for a large class of problems the
local defect correction iterates even for dist = 0 converge fast (see e.g. [5] and [4]).
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We note that for dist = 0 the limit value of the local defect correction iteration does not
depend on fH (x) at x E nF (see e.g. Lemma 5.2). Given rc and H we can define fH (x) at
x E nF by

fH(X) := (fcf1h)(x) x E nfl.
In this way relation (5.13) is satisfied automatically.

Theorem 5.4 states that (for linear problems) the iterates in the local defect correction
iteration with dist = 0 (introduced by Hackbusch in [5]) are the same as in the fast adaptive
composite grid method (introduced by McCormick in [9]) for composite grid problem (5.9)
with the zero grid function on nc as initial composite grid approximation. We note that global
problems in the local defect correction iteration may still be different from global problems
in the fast adaptive composite grid iteration.

Theorem 5.5
Assume that (5.13) holds and that the restriction operator Tc in (4.26) is equal to the trivial
injection rc from (4.3).
Then all steps in FFAC(O) for composite grid problem (5.9) and in LDC with dist = 0 are
identical.
Proof:
It is sufficient to show that JH in LDC (denoted by l{!) is the same as JH in FFAC(O)
(denoted by JV).
From the proof of Theorem 5.4 we have

with

vH(x) = { ~
(rclc)(x) - (LH rcuc,i-d(x)

Since Tc = rc it follows that JI! = JU. o

Theorem 5.5 is an extension of Theorem 5.5. Theorem 5.4 states that under certain conditions
the fast adaptive composite grid method and the local defect correction method yield the same
iterates. Theorem 5.5 states that under an extra condition for the restriction operator Tc both
methods become completely equivalent, i.e. all steps in these methods are identical.
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